
We believe that most corporations deliver a net benefit to society, through their products and services, 

creation of jobs and the sum of their behaviors. As a responsible investor, Calvert seeks to invest in 

companies that provide positive leadership in the areas of their business operations and overall activities 

that are material to improving societal outcomes, including those that will affect future generations. 

Calvert seeks to invest in companies that balance the needs 
of financial and nonfinancial stakeholders and demonstrate 
a commitment to the global commons as well as to the rights 
of individuals and communities.

The Calvert Principles for Responsible Investment guide  
our selection of companies not only for all indexed 

investment strategies, but also for many of our actively 
managed strategies.

Our stewardship on behalf of our clients extends to active 
engagement with companies held in our portfolios consistent 
with our proxy voting guidelines.

ADVANCE ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY AND 
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY 

■■ Reduce the negative impact 
of business operations on 
the environment

■■ Manage water scarcity and 
ensure efficient and equitable 
access to clean sources 

■■ Mitigate impact on all types 
of natural capital 

■■ Diminish climate-related risks and 
reduce their carbon emissions

■■ Drive sustainability innovation and 
resource efficiency through business 
operations and products and services

CONTRIBUTE TO EQUITABLE 
SOCIETIES AND RESPECT 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

■■ Respect consumers by marketing 
products and services in a fair and 
ethical manner, maintaining integrity 
in customer relations and ensuring the 
security of sensitive consumer data

■■ Respect human rights, respect 
culture and tradition in local 
communities and economies and 
respect Indigenous Peoples’ Rights

■■ Promote diversity and gender 
equity across workplaces, 
marketplaces and communities 

■■ Demonstrate a commitment to 
employees by ensuring development, 
communication, appropriate 
economic opportunity and 
decent workplace standards

■■ Save lives by guaranteeing product 
safety while promoting public health

ACCOUNTABLE  
GOVERNANCE AND  
BUILD TRANSPARENCY   

■■ Provide responsible stewardship of 
capital in shareholders’ best interests 

■■ Exhibit accountable governance 
and develop effective boards that 
reflect expertise and diversity of 
perspective and provide oversight of 
sustainability risk and opportunity 

■■ Integrate environmental and social risks, 
impacts and performance in material 
financial disclosures in order to inform 
shareholders, benefit stakeholders 
and contribute to company strategy

■■ Lift ethical standards in all operations, 
including in dealings with customers, 
regulators and business partners 

■■ Demonstrate transparency and 
accountability in addressing adverse 
events and controversies while 
minimizing risks and building trust
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The Calvert Principles for Responsible Investment

Calvert Investments — Empowering You to Do More™
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CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  
PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 
unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW 
-0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 
+4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /////////////////////////////  APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 
-13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK 
-0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO 
-0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX 
-0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN 
+0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  
AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  
INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  
TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% //////APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY 
+0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU 
-0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR 
-0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ 
-0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////   CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH 
+0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 
-2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 
0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  
RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% 
APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  
HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 
-3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 
-2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 
-1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  
MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 
+21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN 
+0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 
-0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /////////////////////////////  APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG 
-0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  
LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 
+0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 
-2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%     CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 
+0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 
-3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  
KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 
+2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK 
+0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO 
-0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM 
-0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC 
-0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  /CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 
5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII 
+0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 
11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  
TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /  APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  
CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  
INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  
SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  
ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  
AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SCOR  
SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 
-5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  
RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% 
APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  
HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 
-3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 
-2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 
-1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////       CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 
-8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH 
-0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 
-2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  
UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 
-2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 
+4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 
-6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 
-5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA 
-0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN 
+0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT 
+0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  
TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% //////APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 
-1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 
-1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 
+0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 
-4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  
LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 
+0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  
NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII 
-0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  
ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 
-1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG 
+0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU 
-0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN 
+0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  
AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  
INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  
TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /////////////////////////////  APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK 
-0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI 
-0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  
SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  
ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%     CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  
AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  
SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 
-5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  
RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% 
APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  
HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 
-3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 
-2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 
-1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  /CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 
-0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  
CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 
-4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  
WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /  APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 
-1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG 
+0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG 
-0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ 
-0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST 
-0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN 
-0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 
+2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH 
+0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 -1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  
DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 -1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  
JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 +0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  
SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 -4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  
BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////     CRGN +0.02 +2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  
ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  
SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 -8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  
DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND +0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  
unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00%  ARQL -0.03 
-1.00%  COBH +0.58 +4.52%  CSBK -0.21 -2.54%  CY +0.31 +4.75%  DBTK +0.31 +4.75%  DEP -0.41 -2.86%  EBS -1.01 -5.07%  ENSG -0.22 -1.54%  EXTR -0.17 -13.82%  FORR -0.13 -0.78%  HBE -0.05 -0.75%  HMSY +0.19 +0.60%  HTGC -0.04 
-1.10%  HTS -0.07 -0.32%  INFI -0.09 -1.13%  INSU -0.68 -5.39%  ITWO -0.12 -1.68%  JOSB +0.85 +4.20%  KOPN -0.03 -1.91%  LONG +0.18 +3.51%  LUFK -0.24 -0.86%  MTXX -0.23 -1.37%  PSEC -0.20 -3.04%  QCOR -0.12 -2.39%  RGR +0.04 
+0.39%  SCL -1.66 -6.43%  SEAC 4.32  unch  SHOR -0.37 -8.92%  SIGM -0.91 -6.03%  SNWL -0.29 -6. -82%  SUPG +0.01 +0.63%  TG -0.77 -5.07%  TIVO -0.35 -5.38%  TTEC -0.04 -0.46%  WIRE -0.38 -2.23%  ACTG -0.26 -10.40%  ALNC -0.69 
-4.05%  AREX -0.22 -4.45%  ARL -0.11 -1.03%  AZZ -0.16 -0.93%  BCPC -0.49 -2.53%  BHB -0.98 -5.16%  BKMU -0.19 -2.62%  CBZ -0.37 -5.60%  CGNX -0.40 -4.02%  CLRT -0.05 -2.98%  CNU -0.02 -1.23%  DFZ +0.17 +3.05%CRGN +0.02 
+2.67%  WXH +0.15 +1.61%  AHPI 0.07 -1.33%  ALDA -0.05 -0.95%  CSLR 5.00 unch  CVV -0.16 -6.37%  CYAN +0.00 +0.01%  EWST -0.01 -0.10%  FLL 0.09 -8.65%  KSW -0.10 -4.69%  LFT -0.15 -0.84%  MVC +0.82 +12.85%  PRLS -0.06 -3.64%  
SCLN -0.03 -2.78%  SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%  SPAN +0.07 +0.85%  TIII +0.02 +3.92%  VSCP +0.09 +9.09%  AIRT -0.22 -3.67%  AMEN -0.15 -4.76%  AWH -0.52 -1.55%  BITI +0.01 +0.35%  CHMP +0.33 +21.97%  CKX 11.01 unch  CLFD -0.09 
-8.04%  CLRO 0.17 -5.36%  CNAF 15.51 unch  DIT +0.83 +3.76%  FFDF 11.25  unch  HIFN +0.01 +0.26%  INHX 0.24 unch  KIRK +0.08 +2.85%  LBCP -0.15 -2.31%  LKI -0.07 -5.04%  NUHC -0.07 -4.46%  OKN +0.02 +0.24%  PW -0.03 -0.28%  RAND 
+0.15 +4.17%  RGDX -0.15 -15.00%  SSE 5.75  unch  TAST -0.17 -5.82%  TCX 0.36  unch  TOFC 4.75  unch  TWER +0.02 +2.74%  UBOH +0.04 +0.44%  UNFY -0.20 -10.00%  VII -0.05 -1.01%  WVFC -0.01 -0.06%  ACFN +0.09 +4.18%  AFOP -0.01 
-1.73%   

For more information on any Calvert strategy, please contact your financial advisor or call Calvert at 800.368.2750. An investor should consider the 
investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of an investment carefully before investing. 

Calvert Investments is a registered trade name representing Calvert Investments, Inc. and its subsidiaries, including Calvert Investment 
Management, Inc., an SEC-registered investment adviser, and Calvert Investment Distributors, Inc., a FINRA member broker/dealer and 
distributor of the Calvert mutual funds.  TL10194-201508

Calvert’s commitment to these Principles signifies continuing focus on companies with superior 

corporate responsibility and sustainability. The application of the Principles generally precludes 

investments in companies that: 

■■ Demonstrate poor environmental performance or 
compliance records, contribute significantly to local 
or global environmental problems, or include risks 
related to the operation of nuclear power facilities.

■■ Are the subjects of serious labor-related actions or 
penalties by regulatory agencies or demonstrate a 
pattern of employing forced, compulsory or child labor.

■■ Exhibit a pattern and practice of human rights violations or 
are directly complicit in human rights violations committed 
by governments or security forces, including those that 
are under U.S. or international sanction for grave human 
rights abuses, such as genocide and forced labor.

■■ Exhibit a pattern and practice of violating the 
rights and protections of Indigenous Peoples.

■■ Demonstrate poor corporate governance or engage 
in harmful or unethical business practices.

■■ Manufacture tobacco products.

■■ Have significant and direct involvement in the manufacture 
of alcoholic beverages or gambling operations.

■■ Manufacture or sell firearms and/or ammunition.

■■ Manufacture, design, or sell weapons or the critical 
components of weapons that violate international 
humanitarian law; or manufacture, design, or sell 
inherently offensive weapons, as defined by the Treaty 
on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe and the 
U.N. Register on Conventional Arms, or the munitions 
designed for use in such inherently offensive weapons.

■■ Abuse animals, cause unnecessary suffering and 
death of animals, or whose operations involve 
the exploitation or mistreatment of animals.

■■ Develop genetically-modified organisms for environmental 
release without countervailing social benefits such as 
demonstrating leadership in promoting safety, protection of 
Indigenous Peoples’ rights, the interests of organic farmers 
and the interests of developing countries generally.


